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About This Game

Drunkn Bar Fight on Halloween is holiday themed snippet of the VR game Drunkn Bar Fight. This Halloween version is only
one level\bar without multiplayer. We have added a few new weapons to help you stave off the zombie horde.

Drunkn Bar Fight is a simple, immersive, silly, rowdy party game. Take turns throwing bottles, darts, chairs, tip jars or anything
else you can get your hands on at opponents. Or use those same items to smash the other patrons to the floor and then toss them

through plate glass window. Enjoy performing socially unacceptable behavior without the resulting obligatory visits to the
hospital, jail and courts. The only limits to the mayhem is your imagination and your moral decency.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 - 64 bit

Processor: i5 3.3 Ghz

Memory: 4 MB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space
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It's all about achievement points, Bought the game for my coupon in the hope it was a game worthwhile just to find out its about
achievement boosting, the "game" is simple but very poor executed, when in shops the prices are not readable and you have to
guess if you use money or not, or how much gold you have. It's sad because the looks are viable mechanics in movement\/ battle
are working it could be so much more, i would not recommend people buying this even with coupons. I wrote a review about
this game after the Guardians DLC was released. I like the game better after DLCs were added because, to me, the base game is
bland. Pretty, but bland.

This Shifters DLC...boy, it's pretty damn good. I like the changes they made to the Winters.

I'll tell you a funny story. I was trekking across the land when winter came. I saw a chance to reach the next continent over a
couple of frozen tiles, so I set my units on a predestined path to a certain point on the other side. After three turns, I saw my
units weren't following the path I set out for them and basically stood in their tracks on the edge of the bank for a turn. "Hmm,
guess it's broken", I thought.

Turns out it wasn't broken at all. Although it was still winter, those frozen coastal tiles THAWED! LOL. When I set the same
destination point as before, the path made a completely different route. I thought that was pretty good of these guys. They
could've been lazy and just said, "when winters over, everything goes back to normal." But they didn't and that counts for
something; adds elements to the game the right way: Natural Progression.

The rest of the DLC's content isn't at all bad either. The pearls, the alter, the new major faction...it all seems to really work this
time around and makes the game a much more engaging adventure. If you have the base game make sure you pick this up.. I'm
not by any means a roguelike connoisseur\/specialist but I had a lot of fun with this game. I've been through the greats such as
ADOM and even an obscure one called Incursion - apart from the famous new ones such as ToME - and I can say that this one
has what makes a true roguelike fun plus added goodies such as nice sprites, music, humor and skillsets.
Recommended!. I can't go full screen OR figure out the second boss.
However, the game is really cool despite that and I am hoping they address some of these issues.
An excellent start.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/8HyXjoNhR2k. I don't know if the DLC is on or not ater I bought it or how to activate it if it isn't, please
help?
. The game has a fundamental gameplayloop-failure.

At the start of the game, you kinda scrap by, as you work to establish your infrastructure on mars. Depending on your setup for
the playthrough, this is either extremly easy (lots of supplies from earth, deposits of ressources everywhere, little or even no
disasters) or challenging (very little supplies, scarce deposits, frequent disasters).

But all that ultimately changes, is the pace. You go through the checklist of needed infrastructure. And as soon as enough
colonists from earth arrived, that you get self-sufficient in terms of resources, the game becomes an infinite loop. All that is left
now, is to -pointlessly- expand and get more and more infrastructure, more people, more production.

With research you unlock more technology that allows you to tap more ressources, get bigger domes (where people live&work),
make more energy, ect.
But it has no goal. You can continue to trade with earth, but again, for no real goal. Selling rare metals get's you funding, to buy
stuff from earth, you already can make yourself.

The only real disaster that can happen, is that you mismanage your colonists birthrates, so everybody eventually dies. Even than,
just get some new colonists.

It is fun to set up the infrastructure, learning the ropes, even run into dead ends a time or two.
But no matter how "hard" you adjust your game before launching, it doesn't change the fact, that as soon as you become self-
sufficient, the game is practically over.
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I had a good time in quite a few hours, as you can see. But the fact, that the game comes to complete standstill, pretty soon after
you get the hang of it, is very disapointing.
On a sale, this is good for a fun weekend. But otherwise....

The latest big dlc added another layer you have to accomplish to get to self-sufficiently, but add's no ultimate goal to strife for.
-At least from my current knowledge.. Kei Sakurai is the answer.
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This game is so fun and I love the fact you can fist fight dinos and punch raptors in the face

10/10. Dull and disappointing. Another lazy and half-created game by cyanide. They make it pretty enough to sell, then stop
doing anything more to make it enjoyable or playable. Unfortunately back when this was released you couldn't get refunds.. One
of the best VR games, and the Best Co-op experience.. F*** the content.
Support the devs with it.. Poor grammar and punctuation were the least of the problems for this game. I bought it super cheap
after collecting a coupon and I still feel cheated.. I cannot see my Platinum Membership being activated and nothing happens
when i hit the F2-F... shortcuts for teleporting, storage or any of the above mentioned in the pack. I did get my items from the
list but the Platinum Membership itself is missing. When i hit F1 to see my membership i only have the option to buy one which
means the one i should have for 90 days is not active!. It's just not fun. I wouldnt even recommend buying it on sale like I did.
It's just boring.. I would laugh if it weren't so sad.
Let's just say there's a reason they show you the graphics and not the gameplay in the trailer.. This is an interesting little puzzle
"game" that I sadly do not think is worth it. The art is really neat and weird. Looks like it's a VR puzzle that is intended to
immerse the puzzler. However, it's fairly basic and short. There are a few tough puzzles at the end. These seemingly come out of
nowhere. In general feels of something like an odd 80s retro take on Portal. It's mostly a point and click on rails.

It's just not enough stuff going for it that I can say somebody else should pay money for it.. Actually a Surprisingly decent game
for tower defense but it does crash after long play times. Camera controls could be made more fluent but overall very playable.
Shooting the enemies by clicking is intense at times too. Would love to see more content from this game, it has potential but
feels lacking. A simple story wouldn't be a bad thing on it either.
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